Gallagher Speaks to Council; Explains Policy On Coaches

By Thelma Rosenblum

There is no intention on the part of the President of the College in any way to reduce the coaching staff," stated Dr. Buell G. Gallagher before the Baruch School Student Council. The President and Dr. Hyman Krakower, chairman of the Hygiene Department at the College, were invited to Friday's SC meeting in an effort to answer student questions concerning the recent controversy over the paring down of the College's coaching staff.

Throughout the hour in which questions were asked by the Council members and by students in the audience, almost all the conversation was carried on by the President, since almost every question was directed toward him. Neither man made any statements other than those in answer to questions from the floor.

Because of a four vote discrepancy, Student Council at Friday that the results of the special election for the presidency of the class of lower '58 be voided. Burt Tashoff, who had edged out Norm Ricken by a two vote plural-

Excerpts from this letter appear here.

Dr. Hyman Krakower is visibly amused by a comment passed at Friday's Student Council meeting.

Thievery Plagues Baruch School:

It's the Students' Turn Now

One Friday morning recently, two panicky freshmen burst into Dean Thompson's office with the horrible news that their coats, accidentally forgotten in PET after frosh assembly, were gone. Whether it was the value of the clothing or the thought of walking the wintry streets without coats that frightened them so, we undetermined for the moment.

This is the last in a series of three editorial articles dealing with the problem of thievery and pilferage at the Baruch School.

An invitation to lawbreakers.
There's even more to Chevrolet styling than meets the eye!

This is beauty with a bounce—Chevrolet styling is designed to add safety and comfort while you drive, and to return greater value when you trade.

For modern times are changing. You see, what we mean is the deep crystal cause of Chevrolet's styling. It's not merely a style for style's sake, but one that stems from the need for safety, value, style. GP™ is your showcase. They add to the impressive length of line... but they are up with the times in every other department, from the grille to the taillight... the dash, no less, for the High-Level instrument panel for comfort, better gas. And the whole shape of the body. The interior, the padded belt line, is no reflection of a lowered center of gravity, the added stability.

There is body upholstered seating that's sure to add more comfort and ease to your drive. There is safety—best seat in the house when you trade. That body by Fisher panel is made-up exclusively in the new Chevrolet. It is so conforming to the human curve and let us demonstrate that this new Chevrolet is just as exciting as it is comfortable.

motoramic CHEVROLET

STEALING THE THUNDER FROM THE HIGH-PERFORMED CARS!

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
Excerpts From Presidential Question and Answer Period

Tuesday, March 22, 1955

LITTLE MAN ON CANVAS By Bob White

...and I think you're all living in the same century which our team leaders are exploring. The problem lies in finding other colleges which want us to come. We find them a considerable portion of our work, and the breeze of THE TICKER, a copy of which reaches every member of the Hygiene Department east of New York. Occasionally, when a certain number of people outside this group have heard the breeze of THE TICKER, a copy of which reaches every member of the Hygiene Department east of New York. Occasionally, when a certain number of people outside this group have heard...
Excerpts From Presidential Students' Turn... Question and Answer Period

(Continued from Page 1)

...the only kind of college sport is... intercollegiate, constituting a great deal to the emergence of the datetime program at the school. Leasing valuable personal time, time at the school is an institution in name only.

Uniformed guards will now be the ones to prevent problems of intercollegiate contacts. Efforts will be made to have these guards wear uniforms and to have them be present during the hours of operation of the school.

To make matters worse, there are those who are in the building through which a potential knave could escape. These men, known as GIC, are not only a danger to themselves, but have the ability to alter their behavior once they are away from the campus, making them a liability to the school.

These courts must be closed at all times if matters of intercollegiate are to be considered. The administration reiterates that this is not the time for laxity, as the GIC are not the only ones to be concerned. They are also fully aware of the presence of this group, and are taking the necessary steps to assure their safety.

The continuing of guards at the school is only a fraction of the efforts being made by the administration in the protection of their own property. They are doing everything in their power to prevent any further incidents from occurring.

I have indicated that one of the only kinds of college sports that seems to be legitimate is intramural athletics. This is a very important concept for the school.

For some time now, the concern of athletics as a means of taking the pressure off the student has been the center of attention. The administration has always been aware of this, and has taken the necessary steps to ensure the continuation of this concept. The school is dedicated to the idea of athletics as a means of providing a healthy outlet for the student, and is committed to the development of a program that will allow this to happen.
Lavender Stickmen to Open Against Ohio Staters Friday

The three-game schedule against Ohio State University at Lewishon Stadium, Friday at 3 p.m. will be the third game of the season for the City College lacrosse team as it opens a nine-game schedule against Ohio State University at Lewishon Stadium, Friday at 3 p.m.

According to the Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association of America, both City and Ohio State are Class C squads. The ratings are awarded on the basis of ability and the caliber of opponents faced. The City stickmen are handicapped because about 90% of them are engineering students and are therefore unable to practice frequently. However, the Bears hope to improve upon their 3-6 record of last season. Their chances look good as their first five games will be played without home ground.

The mainstays of Coach Leon "Chief" Miller's team are Captains Mike Finn, attackman, and Ralph Keyser, midfielder. This pair represents City's top scoring punch as they tied for highest honors in 1954. The rest of the starting line-up is made up of seniors Jimmie Hunter, Henry Levison, midfielders; and youth Ralph Riefler, stand-out of the Shrine-sponsored North South game in Florida last Christmas. This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Coach Miller as the Lavender lacrosse mentor, and both he and the team are sure it will be a winning year, consequently a happy anniversary.

Lavender Tryouts

The lacrosse team, currently accepting candidates. Anyone interested in participating in a fast, rugged sport should see Coach Miller at Lewishon Stadium any weekday after 4. No previous experience is necessary.

Outlook Good Says New Diamond Coach

City College's new baseball coach is a well-educated and ambitious man. Specializing in Physical Education, Coach John LaPlace has three degrees. President of Science, Master of Arts, and Doctor of Philosophy.

LaPlace attended the University of Columbia at Baker Field in the 1956 season. The opening game of the season pits the Lavender against Columbia at Baker Field, Wednesday, March 30.

Six Capture IMB Frays

Six teams advanced in their respective divisions as Intramural Board's baseball tournament swung into its third third Thursday in the Hall.

In the Senior division, the Locals upset the Boro Park Boys, 9-7. In the semi-finals, 9-7. The Inter Monsters doubled up the score on Hunt 17, 2-12, in the only time played in the Junior class. Beto Bottino hit .34 batting .42 in the singles. Three games were played in the Freshman group. The Outs opened up and defeated Deans 23, 29.1; while the Zhaoie Roosevelt '58, 47-17, CPA's debuted Post 59, 16-12.
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President Gallagher recently suggested that there are many underclassmen, particularly basketball players, who can be brought into the open and be represented on the field of sport by out- right professionals. Here is our conception of what such a school's official catalogue would resemble:

NAISMITH UNIVERSITY

Basket, Kentucky

Seabird, Check, Shavium

It matters not whether you win or lose, but only by how much.

I. Introduction

Naismith University is named in the honor of Dr. James A. Naismith, the inventor of that great American sport—basketball.

II. Faculty

Prof. "Sweetwater" Basketmaker - President,
Prof. Shugy C. Barnard - Dean of Jumps
Prof. Mervyn Horseman General
Dean of Refound
Prof. Footballs Frat 
Dean of Time Out
Prof. Hot Rod Harvery - Dean of Discipline
Professional 
Prof. Bevo McHenry
Coach of Basketball

III. Entrance Requirements

All entering students must meet the physical and scholastic standards as set down by the University. He must stand no smaller than six feet, four inches in height and must possess an accept-

20,000 Hoops

Under the Sea

The Swimming Club, a newly-formed organization at the Baruch School, has announced the formation of a water basketball team. The game played is similar to regular basketball, except for one slight exception that it is played in a pool. Players are required to swim with the ball, not dribble it. In addition to water basketball, the club will sponsor lectures in water safety by guest speakers from the Red Cross and the Navy Department.

Students interested in joining the club should contact Bob Rosen, club president.

Korner

(Continued from Page 7)

I asked President Gallagher if he had considered, in lieu of the home preparation teachers in de- partments other than History, "supposedly" put in the creative ability necessary to coach a team. "Do you feel that every department student is important in effectively teaching a gym class, or that Hygiene students are necessary? If they are, what do you think the best way to train Hygiene students to carry on in the future?" "They are the way to hit, But I don't know how they'll do. Last sea- son we had a team with all the "good pros." Do you remember Larry Cutler? He got a contract from the New York and is down in St. Petersburg. He was All-Met last season when he hit bombers all day."

Continuing his discussion of last season he said, "We had a good team, but last season is a lot of close ones. 2-5, 2-1, 3-5. At St. John's we had the best record for the league. That's great for the players, but I'm afraid they'll say about the last year or year or year or year or..."".

Galletta, who is majoring in management, feels that he will do much better this year on the mound. The Beaver's first game under new mentor John LaPlace, is against the Columbia Lions. March 30.